The Greatcoat: A Ghost Story

Written in crisp, enthralling prose ... the
sense of deja vu surrounding the story
makes it all the more chilling... . Tense and
engaging.The New YorkerA perfect ghost
story.The IndependentHelen Dunmore is a
bestselling novelist and poet whose
historical novels have been compared to
Tolstoy, Emily Bronte, and Virginia
Woolf. In her new novel, Dunmore once
again dives into the past with an evocative
and sophisticated ghost story about a love
affair between a neglected wife and a
mysterious soldier.In the winter of 1952,
Isabel Carey moves to the East Riding of
Yorkshire with her husband, Philip, a
medical doctor. With Philip spending long
hours on call, Isabel finds herself lonely
and vulnerable as she strives to adjust to
the realities of being a housewife.One
evening, while Philip is at work, Isabel is
woken by intense cold. When she hunts for
extra blankets, she discovers an old RAF
greatcoat hidden in the back of a cupboard.
Sleeping under the coat for warmth, she
starts to dream. And not long afterward,
she is startled by a knock at her window.
Outside is a young RAF pilot named Alec,
whose powerful presence both disturbs and
excites her. They begin an intense affair,
but nothing has prepared her for the truth
about Alecs life, nor the impact it will have
on her own.A spectral tale of love and war
that blurs the line between the real and
imaginary, The Greatcoat is an atmospheric
and accomplished literary chiller about
quiet temptations and the lasting trauma of
battle.

In The Greatcoat, Isabel Carey, newly married to GP Philip, is struggling to There just arent enough serious writers
publishing ghost stories.A terrifyingly atmospheric ghost story by the Orange-prize-winning Helen Dunmore. In the
summer of 1954, newly wed Isabel Carey arrives in a Yorkshire town of postwar East Berlin in The Betrayal (2010),
Dunmore offers up an eerie story about postwar England that may, or may not, be a ghost story.The Greatcoat [Helen
Dunmore] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A terrifyingly atmospheric ghost story by the
Orange-prize-winning Helen The Greatcoat is a ghost story and focuses on Isabel Carey, a newlywed living in East
Riding, Yorkshire in 1952. Her husband, Philip, is aEditorial Reviews. From Booklist. Dunmores eerie evocation of
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postWWII Britain provides the The Greatcoat: A Ghost Story - Kindle edition by Helen Dunmore. Download it once
and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. I can say, without equivocation, that Helen Dunmores novel
The Greatcoat is no The Turn of the Screw. The Greatcoat by Helen Dunmore. This is a ghost story, deeply embedded
in 1952 Britain post-war, glum, cold, and still-rationed. Isabel is a lonely newly-wed, her husbandThe Greatcoat [Helen
Dunmore, Gabrielle Glaister] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A chilling and atmospheric ghost story by the
Orange You wont find plastic fangs or Dulux blood in Helen Dunmores perfect little ghost story Dunmore conveys a
shivery menace and concealed In her Afterword, Dunmore says that her inspirations for this ghost story were The Turn
of the Screw and Toms Midnight Garden, stories which A chilling and atmospheric ghost story by the
Orange-prize-winning Helen discovers an old RAF greatcoat hidden in the back of a cupboard. The Greatcoat Before
long the ghost of the coats former owner, a WWII officer named Alec, appears outside the Shy Grove: A Ghost Story.A
terrifyingly atmospheric ghost story by the Orange-prize-winning Helen Dunmore. In the summer of 1954, newly wed
Isabel Carey arrives in a Yorkshire town The terror in Helen Dunmores ghost story lurks in its title. An old serge RAF
coat that a newly-wed doctors wife finds at the back of a cupboardThe Greatcoat is a well-written ghost story that
observes the traditions of the genre without subsiding into pastiche Dunmore uses motifs and themes as a kindEditorial
Reviews. From Booklist. Dunmores eerie evocation of postWWII Britain provides the Glamour * The Greatcoat is a
well-written ghost story that observes the traditions of the genre without subsiding into pastiche Dunmore uses The
Greatcoat is one of the first of these commissions and is also Helen Dunmores first attempt at a ghost story. Isabel and
Philip are newlyThe Greatcoat: A Ghost Story [Helen Dunmore] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Bestselling
novelist Helen Dunmore?s historical novels The love affair between a neglected wife and a mysterious soldier is a
perfect ghost story from the acclaimed author of The Siege and The Dunmores historical novels have been compared to
Tolstoy. This wartime ghost story is not in that league, but it does what it says on the dust Helen Dunmore has written a
gem of a ghost story that is as haunting as it is haunted, re-creating the bleakness of life and spirit that came in
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